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PROCEDURE
The competition will take place over the
course of 11 stages, one per month,
starting from January, with the final
ranking and Awards Ceremony being
held at the last stage, in November.
MTBO competitions will only be held in
stages where the terrain or weather
conditions permit.

CALENDAR ROZA
VÂNTURILOR 2024
The calendar is available on the
Babarunca Club's website: access it at

ROZA VÂNTURILOR IS A FOOT ORIENTEERING AND MOUNTAIN BIKE ORIENTEERING
(MTBO) GRASSROOT EVENT. IT IS  ADDRESSED TO EVERYONE, REGARDLESS OF AGE,
GENDER, TRAINING, OR LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE. OUR BASIC PRINCIPLE IS THAT ANYONE
WILL FIND THEIR PLACE AMONG US AND WILL BE ABLE TO TASTE THE PLEASURE AND
SPECIAL CHARM OF ORIENTEERING.

SCHEDULE

10:00 AM – 2:00 PM: Race starts
2:00 PM: Polygon dismounting

This schedule is valid for each stage of
Roza Vanturilo. At stage 11, the Awards
Ceremony will be added, starting at 2:00
PM.

https://csbabarunca.ro/en/roza-vanturilor-3/


START

Special Pink - children with special needs

Family - family teams consisting of at least one child under 8 years old.

Big Family - family teams consisting of at least one child aged 9 - 15 or a veteran

over 70 years old.

Shadow - children aged 8-10 who walk the route supervised by an adult.

Amateurs 12 - 14 years old - children of this age without credentials.

Elite 12 - 14 years old - children of this age with credentials.

Yellow - easy route for people over 15 years old.

Red - medium route for people over 15 years old.

Black - difficult route for people over 15 years old.

Blue - demonstration route for those who have their first contact with

Orienteering.

Over 70 years old - route for people who have reached the age of 70 and do

not wish to walk on colors.

MTBO juniors - children between 12 - 16 years old

MTBO - for people over 16 years old.

Teams - explanation in the rankings chapter
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There is no specific start time; each competitor can start the race when they

wish (within the interval specified in the program), but they must adhere to the

rule of not starting within a one-minute interval of another competitor from

the same category.

Competitors may tackle multiple routes, but the first one they undertake must

be the route in which they intend to score points in the standings. In the event

that there are competitors participating in both the individual and family

categories, they will take the initial start in the individual event. Those

participating in both the individual and MTBO categories will start first in the

individual event. The completion of other routes will depend on the availability

of maps!
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CATEGORIES



RANKING

The team ranking is established based on the following criteria: each
team must consist of three competitors, each assigned a color - yellow,
red, and black, respectively. The points obtained by those present at
each stage will be taken into account. After registration, the team
composition cannot be modified, and no competitor can be included in
two or more teams. In the end, only teams that have participated in at
least three stages will be awarded.
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The ranking will be determined by accumulating the points obtained in

each stage the competitor participates in. The first competitor in the stage

receives 100 points, while the other competitors obtain a number of points

calculated based on the time difference from the winning time.

Competitors with missing controls (MP) will not score points. Prizes will not

be awarded to competitors who do not participate in at least 3 stages.

Competitors can participate in multiple categories, appearing in multiple

rankings, but in each stage, they will only be scored for the first running

route completed (with exceptions from Chapter 3). In the categories of 12-

14 years old, Yellow, Red, Black, Over 70 years old, MTBO junior, and

MTBO, rankings will be made separately for female and male. Stage

rankings will be displayed live, and interim rankings will be posted on the

website: csbabarunca.ro
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COMPETITION FEE
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The fees are available on the Babarunca Club's website: csbabarunca.ro
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In the situation where multiple siblings from the same family are

registered for the competition, only two fees will be charged, regardless of

their number!

REGISTRATIONS

Competitors are kindly asked to register using the registration link provided in

the invitation for each stage. They can also register on-site by paying an extra

fee of 5 lei beyond the deadline for the available competition maps.

During registration, competitors must specify if they have an SI Card and its

number. If they do not have such a device, they will receive one for free from

the organizers. Registration can be paid in advance to the club's account

specified on csbabarunca.ro or on-site at the competition secretariat using

cash or card.

Subscription holders are automatically registered in the category they wish to

compete in for all 11 stages of the competition.

PRIZES

The top three places in each category will be awarded with the competition

t-shirt, medals, and various prizes. For Family and Big Family categories,

only two prizes will be awarded regardless of the number of team

members, and for Shadow, only the child will be awarded! Winners in the

TEAM category will receive special prizes!



STAGE INVITATIONS

At the Competition Center:
• Free of charge, competitors will receive hydration fluids, sweets, or fruits.

• Available for purchase:

   - Sports gear stand

   - Mini bar

   - Mini buffet

   - Sports equipment stand

Free physical development and practical skills workshops for children.

*Loss of an SI Card will require payment of its value (60 – 100 euros,
depending on the model).
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Each competition stage will be announced through a stage invitation, at

least 10 days before the competition date. Each invitation will include

specific information regarding the location of the competition center, the

conditions offered there, the competition map (scale, contour interval,

map size, and elevation, mapper, course setter), contact details for

inquiries, and registration link.
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OTHERS


